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Road to valor world war ii

After the horrors of World War I, no one wanted a war. However, when Germany invaded Poland on 1 September 1939, other European countries felt they had to act. The result was six long years of World War II. Learn more about what led to Germany's aggression and how other countries reacted. Adolf Hitler wanted
more land, to expand Germany towards the Nazi politics of lebensraum - a German word meaning roughly living space, and lebensraum served as Hitler's justification for expanding his empire eastwards. Hitler used the harsh restrictions placed against Germany after World War I in the Treaty of Versailles as an excuse
for Germany's right to acquire a country where German-speaking people lived. Germany has successfully used this rationale to envelop two entire countries without spiceing up the war. Austria: Germany took over Austria on 13 March 1938 (under the mandate of the Anschluss)– an unforeseen situation particularly
inadmissible in the Treaty of Versailles.Czechoslovakia: At the Munich Conference on 28 March 1939, the European Commission (REFERRED to) as a member of the Treaty of Hungary. Hitler then took the rest of Czechoslovakia until March 1939. Many wondered why Germany was allowed to take over both Austria and
Czechoslovakia without a fight. A simple reason is that great Britain and France did not want to repeat the bloodshed of The First World War. Britain and France believed, erroneously as it turned out, that they could avoid another world war by pleasing Hitler with a few concessions (such as Austria and Czechoslovakia).
At this point, the UK and France did not understand that Hitler's hunger to acquire land was much, much more ambitious than any country could easily. After gaining both Austria and Czechoslovakia, Hitler was convinced that he could move east again, this time gaining Poland without fighting Britain or France. (To
eliminate the possibility of the Soviet Union fighting if Poland was attacked, Hitler made a pact with the Soviet Union – the Nazi-Soviet Non-Attack Pact.) In order for Germany not to officially act as the aggressor (which it was), Hitler needed an excuse to attack Poland. It was Heinrich Himmler who came up with the idea;
therefore, the plan was codenamed Operation Himmler. On the night of August 31st to August 31st 1939, the Nazis took an unknown captive from one of their concentration camps, dressed him in a Polish uniform, took him to the town of Gleiwitz (on the Border of Poland and Germany), and then shot him. A staged scene
with a dead prisoner dressed in Polish uniform was to emerge as a Polish attack on a German radio station. Hitler used this staged attack as an excuse to invade Poland. At 4:45 a.m. on September 1, 1939 (the morning after the staged attack), German troops entered Poland. The sudden, immense attack by the
Germans was called the Blitzkrieg. The German air strike struck so fast that most of the Polish air force was destroyed while on the ground. For Polish mobilization, Germans bombed bridges and roads. The groups of soldiers marching were machine guns from the air. But the Germans didn't just aspire to soldiers; They
also fired on civilians. Groups of fleeing civilians often came under attack. The more confusion and chaos the Germans can create, the slower Poland could mobilize its forces. Using 62 divisions, six of which were armored and ten mechanized, the Germans invaded Poland by land. Poland was not helpless, but they
could not match the German motorized army. With only 40 divisions, none of which were armored, and with almost the entire air force down, the Poles were at a severe disadvantage. The Polish Cavalry is no match for German tanks. On September 1, 1939, the beginning of the German attack, great Britain and France
sent Adolf Hitler an ultimatum: Germany must either withdraw its forces from Poland, or the UK and France will go to war against him. On September 3rd, German forces penetrated deeper into Poland, great Britain and France declared war on Germany. World War II began. World War II officially ended with Japan's
formal surrender on September 2, 1945, after the U.S. dropped two atomic bombs on the ground, killing over 100,000 people. The Allies offered Japan a chance to surrender before dropping the bombs, but refused. Germany had already surrendered to the Allies in May. The unofficial unconditional surrender came
weeks before the official surrender was signed. The term V-J Day refers to the unofficial surrender on 14th or 15th August and also to 2 September and official surrender. V-J Day or Victory Day over Japan is celebrated in numerous locations to commemorate the war and all those killed. During World War II, the United
States, Great Britain and the Soviet Union were the main powers fighting on the Allied side against the Axis powers of Germany, Japan and Italy. Other countries that joined forces with the Allied side were France, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, India and Canada. The Axis powers began World War II when Germany
began attacking and occupying smaller European countries, such as Austria and Poland. As Germany invaded much of Europe, Japan wanted to dominate Asia and the Pacific regions of the world. Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor in Hawaii prompted the U.S. to join the fighting on the Allied side. While most of the world
was dragged into the conflict one way or another, there were also several countries that managed to remain neutral. Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland avoided conflict during World War II. Because so many countries and regions were involved in the war, World War II is considered a global war. Many
countries, including Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland and Spain, remained neutral during the war and barely got involved. While many complex conflicts and incidents built up in the years before the war, The second war took place between 1939 and 1 September 1939, Nazi Germany, led by Adolf Hitler, invaded Poland with
the intention of continuing to take control of Europe. That's why Britain and France declared war on Germany. Around the world, Japan also wanted to control most of the Asian continent and the Pacific region. In 1937, Japan joined the U.S. Government. As the conflict spread, more and more countries began to join the
war. By the summer of 1940, Germany had seized France, Belgium, Norway, the Netherlands and Denmark. In 1941, Germany bed a member of The Hague- That same year, the Japanese invaded Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, causing the United States to join forces with other allied countries. The war ended in Europe when
German weapons shrank and a huge number of Allied tanks swept across the continent and took control from Germany. In 1945, the United States dropped atomic bombs in Japan to end the War in the Pacific. During the war, about 60 million people died. After several years of fighting, the Allied side won and the war
ended in 1945. In one of the last acts of war, the Allies dropped atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan. The enormous damage led to the surrender of Japan and the official end of World War II. ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of
cookies. World War II was the deadliest military conflict in history. It lasted from 1939 to 1945. In World War II, about 70 million people or 4% of the world's population died. Historians argue about the exact figures, so most of the following figures are from World War II Paleg. It's more than the deaths incurred for all the
wars since then combined. Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931. Major global organisations such as the World Bank, the UN, the IMF and NATO have been created. In Europe, 40 million people died in the war. About half were soldiers and half were civilians. For a more detailed breakdown, consult the chart below:
The Soviet Union took the biggest hit with 20 million killed. Six million German soldiers directly killed 11 million soldiers and 7 million civilians. Nearly 3.5 million Soviet prisoners of war died in German slave labor camps. German soldiers were ordered to shoot all Jews, communist leaders and Soviet civilians and take
their grain. More than a million residents died of starvation during the two-year siege of Leningrad. Around 5.3 million and 3.3 million were civilians. The Nazis killed 300,000 German civilians, and allied bombings killed 600,000. Poland has lost 5 million people, or 16 percent of the total population. Of these, 2.7 million
were Jews and 240,000 were soldiers. Yugoslavia lost 1 million people, 445,000 of them soldiers. France lost 568,000 men, 218,000 of them soldiers. The United Kingdom lost 60,000 civilians to German air strikes and 384,000 troops. The United States lost 405,000 troops and about 2,000 civilians. Other significant
losses suffered: Romania lost a total of 833,000 and 300,000 troops. Italy lost a total of 457,000 troops with 301,000 troops. Hungary lost a total of 580,000 troops with 300,000 troops. The war killed 30 million in the Pacific. China lost 20 million people, 80 percent of whom were civilians. The Japanese military killed about
300,000 Chinese in the 1937 Nanking massacre. China killed 500,000 civilians of its own when leaders opened a dam to stop the Japanese, causing a flood of the yellow river in 1938. In addition, up to 400,000 comfort women were forced into sexual slavery. The conditions were so brutal that 90% of them died by the
end of the war. Indonesia lost 4 million people to starvation and forced labor during the occupation of Japan. India lost 3 million, but only 87,000 troops. Japan cut rice from Burma at the same time as local crops failed. The UK has diverted food from India to the war front, exacerbating mass starvation during the Bengali
famine. Japan lost 2 million troops. Up to 1 million civilians have been killed in allied attacks and two nuclear strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The war was waged between the Allies and the Axis powers. The Soviet Union was initially a Axis power, and then in 1941 it bed. The Allied leaders were France, great Britain
and the United States. The Allies also included China and 50 other fighters. Axle fighters included Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Thailand and Yugoslavia. Finland briefly teamed up with Germany to reclaim lost territory from the Soviet Union. The biggest cause was The First World War and its result. The Treaty of
Versailles imposed harsh conditions on Germany. The German government printed the money to meet its high compensation payments and create hyperinflation. As the Germans lost their purchasing power, they sought a solution. Adolf Hitler was a veteran. The Germans welcomed his promise to return to In 1940, he
forced the French to surrender in the same railway car used for the Treaty of Versailles. Another main cause was the Great Depression. It reduced global trade by 25%. In Germany, unemployment reached 30%. Communism seemed appealing. To block this threat from the east, the German government supported the
Christians. The third cause was nationalism in Italy, Germany and Japan. Tough economic conditions have forced people to turn to fascist leaders. They used nationalism to override the self-interest of individuals to achieve their country's return to its former glory. They advocated militarism to overcome other nations and
take their natural resources. Protectionism was the fourth major cause. Japan, an island nation, has demanded oil and food imports to feed its growing population. The Smoot-Hawley tariff of 1930 and other forms of protectionism forced Japan to consider military expansion. In 1931, Japan invaded Manchuria to gain the
land and other resources it needed. In 1937, he invaded China and attacked U.S. gunpomans in the process. In 1931, Japan invaded Manchuria. Germany invaded Poland in 1939. Great Britain and France declared war on Germany two days later. The Soviet Union attacked Poland from the east. She then conquered
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland. German submarines attacked ships bringing supplies to the UK. U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt began preparing for war. In 1940, Germany invaded Belgium, the Netherlands and France. By the end of the year, a third of Europe was under the control of the Axis powers. In
1941, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria joined the Axis. Germany invaded Yugoslavia, Greece and then the Soviet Union. Japan invaded Pearl Harbor and the United States entered the war. The early successes of the war raised the popularity of the Nazis among the German people. The war also deterred them from
Nazi extermination of Jews in Poland and other conquered regions. According to the Chinese, the war was waged against communists and Jews who were one and the same. About 80 percent of Jews in German-owned Europe were killed. Of the 6 million Jews, 2.7 million were Poles and 700,000 were Soviets. The
others are from Hungary, Romania, Germany, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, France, Latvia, Slovakia, Greece, Yugoslavia, Austria, Belgium, Italy, Estonia, Luxembourg, Norway and Denmark. Hitler's war against the Jews began shortly after he took power. Discrimination against Jews continued until, by
1935, nuremberg laws had downed Jews to subjects of state, depriving them of German citizenship. On November 9, 1938, 30,000 Jews were sent to concentration camps on Kristallnacht. Until 1939. several countries other than Palestine would accept their growing numbers. As Germany invaded Poland, Austria and
other eastern countries, the Nazis began killing Jews, Catholics, Roma and other undesirables. They forced the Jews into ghettos where sickness and famine were taking their toll. In 1941, the Nazis began a final solution by killing Jews in death camps. Einsatzgruppen escorted troops to shoot 1.4 million undesirable
civilians on the ground. In Baba Yar, Ukraine, they shot 33,771 Jews in two days, dumping their bodies in a ravine. In total, they killed 100,000 Roma, Jews and Communists. In 1942, the Nazis were killed in a 1943 attack on a man who was killed in a They deported Jews from occupied territories on trains to camps.
Some 2.7 million people died in the Auschwitz, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor and Chelmno camps. In total, 6 million Jews died. Another 1.8 million non-Jewish Polish civilians and 312,000 Serbs were killed. The Nazis also eliminated 250,000 people with disabilities, 220,000 Roma, 70,000 criminals and gays and 1,900
Jehovah's Witnesses. In 1938, there were 9.5 million Jews in Europe out of 16.6 million worldwide. By 1945, this number had been reduced to 3.8 million in Europe from 11 million globally. Hitler betrayed Stalin in 1941, sending 3 million Axis soldiers to the Soviet Union. Germany wanted the land for its own people and
thus slaughtered as many civilians as it could. Operation Barbarossa was the largest military strike in history. The front stretched from the Baltic Sea in the north to the Black Sea in the south. But Hitler underestimated the strength of his former ally and the Russian winter. In 1942, the Soviets ended the Battle of
Stalingrad. 4 million people died, half of them civilians. In 1942, U.S. forces defeated the Japanese at the Battle of Midway and the Battle of Guadalcanal in the Philippines. Italy surrendered on 3 September 1943. When they acquired the Mariana Islands, they were close enough to bomb the Japanese mainland. On June
6, 1944, the Allies invaded Western Europe on D-Day. In January 1945, the Allies won the Battle of the Bulge, which was Hitler's last offensive. In April 1945, Soviet troops retook Vienna and then Berlin. Guerrilla fighters have killed Italian dictator Benito Mussolini, forcing German troops in Italy to surrender. On April
30th, Adolf Hitler committed suicide in Germany surrendered on May 8, 1945. President Harry Truman ordered the bombs to be disrupted by Hiroshima on August 6th and Nagasaki on August 9th. About a third to two-thirds of Hiroshima's 330,000 residents and 80,000 of Nagasaki's 250,000 residents died by December
1945. At least 226,000 survivors of the 2007 bombing were still alive in Japan. Most of these Hibakush suffer from radiation-related diseases. Truman thought an atomic bomb was necessary to force Japanese surrender. Others thought atom bombs weren't needed. The Air Force bombed Tokyo and most other major
industrial cities. The Navy has blocked imports of oil and other vital materials in Japan. Japan was also concerned about the fight against the Soviet Union in the north. Japan surrendered on August 14, 1945. The war officially ended on September 2, 1945, when Japanese leaders signed a surrender document. The
Allied nations won. Of those, the U.S. and the Soviet Union got the most. The war cemented the role of the American superpower that began in World War I. The Bretton Woods Treaty of 1944. It replaced the gold standard with the US dollar as a global currency. It established America as the dominant force because it
was the only country with the ability to print dollars. The agreement also created the World Bank to help emerging market economies reduce poverty. The International Monetary Fund provides technical assistance and short-term loans to prevent financial crises in member states. In 1945, the Allies killed more than 1,000
people. In 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was founded to protect European nations from threats from communist countries. The Soviet Union took over the Eastern European countries it liberated from the Germans. The war strengthened Joseph Stalin's rule. Germany's destruction of the Soviet people
created a mentality never again that led to the Cold War. With other countries focused on reconstruction, America and the Soviet Union are engaged in a Cold War power struggle. A nuclear bomb has set the necessity of détente to prevent global destruction. Since then, developed countries have not fought each other.
Most wars were civil wars, often backed by foreign countries. Allied forces controlled the countries and territories of the Axis powers. Millions of Germans and Japanese were driven out of the territory where they lived and sent back home. The winners dismantled the ability of their former enemies to wage war by
dismantling factories. East and West Germany were divided, as was Berlin. The UN partition plan for Palestine led to Israel's independence in 1948. Truman said it was a matter of justice for the Jewish people. In 1941, Germany and Italy divided Yugoslavia into Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina. The war led to a four-
year civil war in China that allowed communism to take power. The Bengali famine led to india's uprising and independence from great Britain. The Japanese occupation of the Dutch East Indies led to the formation of an independent Indonesia. It was an increase of 1.048%, the largest percentage increase in any
president's debt. A survey of U.S. gross domestic product growth year after year reveals that the economy grew at least 8% annually between 1939 and 2013. Between 1941 and 1943, it grew more than 17% a year. One of the reasons American manufacturing grew so fast was because it was a downsue during the
Great Depression. Underused production, shipbuilding and auto factories managed to prepare for full production. To pay for this, the government expanded income tax and introduced mandatory withholding of wages. In 1939, 4 million Americans paid federal taxes. That rose to 43 million by 1945. The war has turned the
United States into a great military power. Before the war began, the U.S. military had only 174,000 troops. That was 19. Chief of Staff Gen. George C. Marshall reorganized the army into a strong combat force. By 1945, it had 8.25 million. In 1947, the Truman Doctrine promised the United States that it would help any
democracy attacked by authoritarian forces. The Marshall Plan promised $12 billion in food, machinery and foreign direct investment to rebuild Europe. In 1948, the United States air-transported food and fuel to West Berlin after the Soviets blocked it. In 1949, the Fair Deal called for national health insurance and raising



the minimum wage. He also proposed the Fair Employment Practices Act to unlawfully make any religious and racial discrimination in employment. Congress rejected national health insurance, but passed the rest of the fair deal. The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 continued quotas for immigrants based on
country of origin. Between 1942 and 1945, the federal government moved 117,000 Americans of Japanese descent to internment camps. Skills.
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